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By Democratic Audit

Party leaders are getting younger, but Cabinet Ministers are
not

During the 20th Century, the average age of Prime Ministers upon assuming office has trended downwards.
However, according to Judi Atkins , Timothy Heppell and Kevin Theakston, the same is not true of Cabinet
Ministers, with the average age remaining relatively consistent since 1945 across both main parties. The
authors argue that the claim that we are witnessing the rise of the novice Cabinet minister is perhaps more a
consequence of the personalisation of politics than evidence of an emerging ‘cult of youth’.

A number of  commentators have observed that today’s Cabinet ministers are younger and less experienced
than their predecessors. To support this claim, they cite examples f rom the Brown government, notably
Ruth Kelly, David Miliband and James Purnell, who lef t polit ics at the age of  40, 47 and 38 respectively.  This
raises the question of  whether there a trend towards youth and inexperience amongst those who reach
Cabinet level. In a recent article, we addressed this question by identif ying the age and prior parliamentary
experience of  post-war Labour and Conservative ministers at the point when they were elevated to the
Cabinet.
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The f igures show a small decline in the average age and parliamentary experience of  new Cabinet ministers
when comparing Churchill to Cameron, but there are f luctuations in between that are not evident in the
Labour data. In contrast, there is a clear downward trajectory f rom 55.5 years of  age under Attlee to 42.5
under Brown, and f rom 15.6 to 7.8 years of  experience. Although this tendency is less pronounced in the
Conservative data, it should be noted that the highest averages f or both were recorded by Churchill. So, if
Cameron were to f orm a second administration, we can assume that there would be an inf lux of  younger
and less experienced Cabinet ministers. This is because long periods in opposition will increase the
averages when re-entering power (see, f or example, Labour in 1997), while age and parliamentary
experience decrease over consecutive terms of  of f ice.

Placing this debate in its historical context, we f ind that high-f liers have always started climbing the
ministerial ladder relatively young. In 1945-83, the average age on f irst appointment of  all junior ministers
was 46. However, the f igures f or those who reached the Cabinet are lower: 41 f or Labour and just over 40
f or Conservatives. Likewise, those junior ministers under Thatcher and Major who eventually made it to the
Cabinet received their f irst junior job at the average age of  42, compared to 47 f or those who never got
above the Parliamentary Secretary level. Meanwhile, in 1997-2010, the average age on f irst junior
appointment of  those who subsequently reached the Cabinet was 45, compared with 49 f or those who
f ailed to do so. That these f igures were slightly higher in the Blair/Brown era than in the Thatcher/Major
period indicates there is no broader trend towards youth.

While the age and parliamentary experience of  party leaders has decreased since 1945, this tendency is
less pronounced f or members of  the Cabinet and even less evident f or junior ministers. One explanation is
that public prof ile is correlated with ‘noviceness’: the more prominent the role, the younger and less
experienced its incumbent is likely to be.  This in turn may be linked to the rise of  the mass media, which has
led to an intensif ication of  polit ical marketing and a greater f ocus on the party leaders – a phenomenon
termed the ‘personalisation’ of  polit ics.
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The televised debates of  2010 reinf orced the notion that the leader is the public f ace of  their party and the
embodiment of  its core values. Given the imperative of  modernisation in Brit ish polit ics, f rom Wilson’s
pledge to harness the ‘white heat’ of  technological revolution to Cameron’s vision of  a ‘modern,
compassionate Conservatism’, it is hardly surprising that today’s leaders are younger than their
predecessors. Given that youth is inextricably associated with this spirit of  change and renewal, an older
statesman might struggle to represent these qualit ies convincingly, placing at risk the credibility of  their
party.

Cabinet appointments also contribute to a party’s image, and indeed Brown sought to renew his
government by appointing the youngest and the least experienced Cabinet of  the post-war era. However,
youth is not normally a major consideration, in part because the role of  Cabinet minister is not
‘personalised’ to the same extent as the party leadership. Although still a f ocus of  media attention, Cabinet
ministers are not expected to embody the values of  their party or even to be particularly likeable. Rather,
they are required to ‘behave in a way that upholds the highest standards of  propriety’ their public image is
of  secondary importance.

Most junior ministers have a lower public prof ile than their senior colleagues and media engagement is
generally a minor part of  the job. Af ter all, dozens of  junior ministers cannot provide a f ocal point f or public
attention equivalent to that of  the prime minister and would soon generate mixed messages. Consequently,
it is unsurprising that junior ministers have remained almost untouched by the growing personalisation of
polit ics, and that there is no discernible trend towards the ‘novice junior minister ’.

Overall, we f ind no signif icant downward trajectory in the age and experience of  Cabinet ministers since
1945.  It may be that the intense f ocus on novice party leaders has shone a spotlight on the select group
of  younger Cabinet ministers, leaving the older majority in the shadows.  If  so, the claim that we are
witnessing the rise of  the novice Cabinet minister is more a consequence of  the personalisation of  polit ics
than evidence of  an emerging ‘cult of  youth’.
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